Info Day Virgilio Program
Excellence in Research Track

Time to Recruitment our 5th Cohort!
Virgilio Program is organizing an Info Day to share the salient features of the program as well as the selection & admission procedure.

The event is open to students enrolled in the 3rd year of the Medicine and Surgery Degree course at UNIMIB, UNIMI and HUMANITAS University who are interested in an innovative and integrative theoretical and practical biomedical research training course.

PROGRAM

12.00 – 12.30: Physician-Scientist - The Bridge between Medicine & Science
Prof. Massimo Locati

12.30 – 12.50: Salient Features of “Virgilio Program”
Prof. Silvia Brunelli/Prof. Raffaella Bonecchi

12.50 – 13.10: Student Testimonials

13.10 - 13.30: Questions

April 7th, 2022 from 12.00 – 13.30
Online Webex
Please register at this link:
https://forms.gle/jK3cpqMsWU17LW7U8

[UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI MILANO]
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[Fondazione CARIPLO]